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People of God

Who are Gay or Lesbian:

A Catholic Pastoral Response

by Fr. Joseph Fortuna
(First in a series)

Our popular American culture has very recently given renewed attention to the fact that some of us are
gay or lesbian human beings.  Some of this attention has attempted to be sensitive and honest.  Some has been
derisive and mean.  Some has attempted to poke fun.  Almost none of it has seriously engaged any faith
concerns.

I do not ask you to accept at face value these assertions, but to think for a moment about what you
have heard or seen in the past few months.  Ellen has “come out” to the world, openly admitting that she is
lesbian.  Although doing so in the context of a sitcom, her gesture was serious and risky.  Not long ago The
Plain Dealer did a serious article on Robbie, the student at St. Ignatius High School who committed suicide
at least partly because of his homosexual identity.

Jay Leno, whose humor and politics often seem to be “liberal” (whatever this may mean anymore), has
often engaged in humor that can be described as “gay bashing.”  Roseanne spoofed the Ellen sitcom in her last
show of the season by having her whole family “come out” as if they were gay or lesbian.

A particularly disturbing development among our youth culture is that the word “gay” is now being
used as a term of derision to signify something or someone who in a former jargon was “not cool,” “nerdy,”
or otherwise stigmatized by the “in” group.

These are just a few examples of the preoccupation and talk about gay or lesbian members of our
population.  On the one hand, the fact that these expressions are happening at all can be an indication of healthy
awareness.  On the other, the manner in which these expressions occur can make one suspicious about the
motives, awareness and attitudes of those who make them

These suspicions are reason enough to take another look at our approach to people who are gay or
lesbian, but there are two other reasons as well.  The first is that there is no reason to believe that the
percentage of people who are gay or lesbian, is any different in the church than elsewhere in society.  Research
shows that the percentages of Catholics who divorce or who have abortions or use birth control is about the
same percentage among those who are not Catholic.  In other words, I think that with regard to homosexuality
as well as other social issues, the Catholic population reflects the wider American population.

The second reason is that since some members of the People of God are gay or lesbian, then those who
are not must regard them with the same mind and heart of Christ with which they would regard the
heterosexual members.  In addition, anyone who is a member of the Body of Christ brings to that Body both
the need to be nurtured and supported by the Body and the right and responsibility to serve the mission of the
Body.
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Over the next few months I will be periodically reflecting on a Catholic and pastoral approach to gay
and lesbian people.  I propose five parts to this reflection: (1) The experience of being gay or lesbian in our
culture and our church; (2) Some current scientific data on the origins and nature of homosexuality; (3) What
the Church teaches about homosexuality; (4) What to do if you find out that you, a family member or someone
you know is homosexual; and (5) The role of gay and lesbian people in the Body of Christ.

No doubt, there are those who will ask why I should devote so much attention to this topic.  I have
already given one reason: Since people are naming this issue and talking about it, it is important that accurate
information and a faith perspective have a contribution to the conversation.  Another reason is that the manner
in which we treat other human beings is a central part of our faith.  How to love gay brothers and lesbian sisters
as we love ourselves is a particular instance of the second great commandment given by Jesus, namely, that
we love our neighbor as we love ourselves.  (And we should not forget that this is closely connected to the
way in which we love God.)

A third and easily overlooked reason for treating this topic is that mainstream American culture
pressures gay and lesbian people to remain silent and underground.  Ridicule, discrimination and homophobia
push them to be very careful about disclosing who they are.  In other words, I’m treating this topic because
even though it is important and legitimate, there are few places where it can be given the hearing it deserves
in a faith context.

I have been stretched in my own reading, conversations and reflections on this topic.  I suspect many
others will be challenged as I have been.  I am by no means an expert on this topic, but I invite you to consider
it with me as members of the Body of Christ who seek to know and live and serve with our sisters and brothers
more authentically and more faithfully.


